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About

AnswerGarden is a new minimalistic feedback tool. Use it for real-time audience

participation, online brainstorming, and classroom feedback.

AnswerGarden website

Licence

* - Items with a college-wide license have an asterisk

Seneca does not have a licence for this tool. However, Seneca does have a license for a

similar tool: Mentimeter*.

Tips for using this tool

It’s very quick to create a question, and then students can visit a simple URL to answer.

Create your question and then generate your answer board. Share the URL to the board with

the class. Then they will type in this answer. Answers appear in a word cloud; the more times

a word is submitted, the larger the word will appear.

There are a few different settings to explore on the create page; play around with the options

to see what will suit your outcome.

Keeping Student Information Safe When Using Online Tools

The Quick guide to secure handling of confidential student information for faculty using

online learning tools (.PDF) (developed by the Teaching & Learning Centre and ITS) helps

faculty choose secure online tools for teaching. The guide provides guidelines and examples

to help faculty consider the information students might be giving up when using a new tool.

It is intended for quick use of free or low-cost online tools and not for larger, more costly

tools that require more rigorous data privacy vetting.
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Examples

You can use AnswerGarden for an ice-breaker activity and to extract prior learning or

experiences. For example, this question was used to start a faculty PD workshop on

Authentic Assessment. (Visit this URL and enter your answer.)

You could also poll the class, such as this example about work placements.

Related tools

Mentimeter* 
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